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emigration to the American plantations from Ireland and Germany,
Scotland and England, distressed and adventurous races and classes also
came to London.
What proportion immigrants, British and foreign, bore to native
Londoners can be only a matter of conjecture. Burrington, whose main
contention - that the population of London was not declining - was
accurate, puts the proportion very high. 'Ireland,* he writes in 1757,
... greatly assists in filling up the capital.. . foreigners from all protestant
countries and too many papists come to London continually,... not above
one in twenty of shop and alehouse keepers, journeymen and labourers,
living in the Bills of Mortality, were either born or served their apprentice-
ships in town.... It is very probable that two-thirds of the grown persons
at any time in London come from distant parts.5
It was often asserted that those who did well in London were not as a
rule London-bred. A Blackwell Hall factor gave evidence in 1816 of
the well-known fact that tradesmen and merchants preferred country
people as porters, warehousemen and clerks. He thought that a large
proportion of London householders had come from the country,
mostly without property and had risen generally from clerks, often
from inferior positions, while a majority of the principals of trading and
commercial houses in the City he believed had been country people.6
The only attempt at a serious investigation seems to have been that
of Dr Bland who kept a record of cases at the Westminster General
Dispensary from 1774 to 1781 to discover the proportion between
native Londoners and others. He found that among 3,236 married
people the proportion was as follows:
824 or one-fourth, were born in London.
1,870, or four-sevenths, were born in the different counties of England and Wales.
209, or one in fifteen, were born in Scotland.
280,. or one in eleven, were born in Ireland.
53, or one in sixty, were foreigners.
Among these males and females were in the following proportions:
Men	Women
329	495     were born -in London.
952	917     were born in England and Wales.
135	74     were born in Scotland.
162	119     were born in Ireland.
40	13     were foreigners.7

